Strategic Initiatives Committee
MULN 472B, with a move to 372B!
Tuesday, June 14, 2011, 2:00pm

Present: Conway, Ganson, Jones

Jones produced a draft of minutes from the morning meeting with the Organizational Structure Committee. Ganson advised one change. Jones agreed to send a revision to Conway.

The three attendees proceeded through the text in sequence, making mostly minor changes and adding some specific dates to most goals, which Conway tracked during the meeting. Several goals were combined and several goals dropped.

The group agreed to defer wording on a few goals pertaining to technology and instruction until Lennertz Jetton is available.

Jones agreed to reword several goals under the eighth initiative.

Conway indicated that she should be able to redistribute a revised document within several days. All members of the committee should have the opportunity to read the text in advance of the next meeting, at the regular time on Tuesday the 21st.

Submitted by Phil Jones